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	00 Enw: B
	Llun / Photo: 
	01 Enw LLawn: B
	02 Dyddiad Geni: 04.04.2005
	03 Lleoliad Addysgol: Ysgol Prif Lif Cynradd
	07 Beth sydd yn bwysig i: 1st Birthday party this year Keep healthy and go swimming and karateI like playing on the Ipad with my friend’sAll my friend’s  and familyit important to have fun Art Helping peopleA good and consistent routine is very important to B.  He does not like changes to the class routine.  He like to be informed of when he has to do something and what happens next.B enjoys helping and whenever the opportunity arise he always put his name forward for example he wanted to be responsible for the school dinner count every morning and he is also responsible for the dinner monitors.  Both roles are very important to B.B enjoys practical activities in particular games, role play and art.  He also shows keen interest in science and enjoys using the ipad for research work and games! B enjoys being praised for good work and having positive attention from the class teacher, Mr P and Mrs R.  He likes to sit with the classroom assistant.He also enjoys having one-to-one sessions with his LSA outside the class.
	11 Hoffi ac edmygu am: B is a very likeable boy. He can be very thoughtful towards others and always eager to help in the classroom.  When he stays focus on tasks he can produce good work especially if the work is to his liking for example art and science and practical maths games.Dad:Kindness, generosity, intelligence, reasoning, curiousity-a keen interest in other countries and cultures
	14 Beth sydd yn bwysig er mwyn cefnogi: • B finds it difficult to concentrate on tasks and requires regular prompting and redirecting. Use of verbal reminders and praise helps to stay on task better.• B needs support to set out his work and focus on written tasks. Use of thinking tools and strategies – mind maps, source square, thinking mat, reflect triangle- is very important and effective.• B likes routine• He enjoys receiving support to do his work and having attention – but too much support and attention would be detrimental. He could become too dependent on the support, help and attention and would not able to execute tasks independently.• B has difficulties with some aspect of language and communication skills –auditory short term memory and expressive language. Instruction/tasks to be kept short and new skills and concept to be reinforced frequently.-clear precise explanations• B needs 1:1 work and small group situations to reflect on emotional and social skills and to develop his awareness of these skillsDad:Consistency, routine,prevention [ time out quiet timeKeep it short and simple-break down instruction


